Canal Winchester football kicks off this Friday August 28th versus Worthington Kilbourne. We are excited to be playing and are thrilled that our student-athletes get the opportunity to compete. Along with the excitement comes mandates that we must follow to ensure a safe and secure environment.

We must wear masks within the stadium and we must socially distance as well. Family members can sit beside each other (up to four).

More importantly; according to Ohio Department Board of Health Director’s Order endorsed by Governor Dewine dated Aug 19th, 2020, page 3, para 6A(iv) states that there is “no congregating by players, coaches, athletic trainers, or spectators.” This includes spectators that are trying to view the game outside the stadium. This will be considered congregating and is prohibited. If you are not a ticketed spectator to enter the stadium, the congregation rule will be strictly enforced. **Trying to sit outside the stadium along fence line violates the congregation rule. If spectators try to sit outside the fence, you will be asked to leave the premises by security.** Please adhere to the request so that we will be able to follow the Governor mandate. If the request by security team is met with resistance, it could delay the game that is being played until the mandate can be enforced.

These are very different times that call for different measures. Thank you in advance for your patience, understanding and cooperation. Following these guidelines provides our student-athletes the opportunity to compete.

Regards,

Kirk Henderson, Principal
Canal Winchester High School